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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are concerned with the system analog of the classical
Liouville equation [27]
&2u=+Veau (L)
in a domain 0R2, where V is a positive function, a is a constant and +
is an unprescribed positive constant. The solution of (L) is a pair [u, +]
which satisfies the integral constraint
+ |
0
Veau=M (1.1)
for some prescribed M>0, together with the Dirichlet boundary condition
u=0 on 0.
The Liouville equation finds applications in various fields of Physics and
Mathematics. To name a few, it represents the Newtonian potential of a
cluster of self-gravitating mass distribution where a>0 [1, 6, 36, 37], the
electric potential induced by charge carriers in the theory of electrolytes
where a<0 [31], and maximal entropy solutions of the incompressible
Euler equation [23, 9]. In the field of Differential Geometry it stands for
the problem of finding a metric corresponding to a prescribed Gaussian
curvature [3, 10].
The system-analog of (L) takes the form
&2ui=+iVi exp \ :
n
j=1
ai, juj+ , 1in (LS)
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where the analog of (1.1) is
+i |
0
Vi exp \ :
n
j=1
ai, juj+=Mi , 1in, (IC)
where [Mi ]ni=1 are prescribed positive constants. We shall deal with two
cases: 0 is a bounded domain or 0=R2. In the first case the solution is
required, in addition, to satisfy the boundary condition
ui=0 on 0, 1in. (BC)
If the matrix A=(ai, j ) is invertible and 0=R2, then one can prescribe the
[+i]ni=1 to be identically 1, for example. This can be done by adding to the
solution u=(u1 , ..., un) an appropriate constant vector c=(c1 , ..., cn). If 0
is a bounded domain, the boundary condition (BC) should obviously be
modified to ui=ci , \i with unprescribed constants [ci]ni=1.
The problem posed by (LS, IC, BC), being a natural generalization of
(L), (1.1), is also applicable to several fields in Physics, Chemistry and
Ecology. In particular, we have in mind a generalization of the model of
chemotaxis proposed by [22, 15], see [39]. Further applications for the
system (LS) can be found in the physics of charged particle beams [4, 24],
in the theory of electrolytes (the Debye system, [18]), the theory of semi-
conductors ([28]) and others.
To our knowledge this kind of systems was studied for the first time by
Chanillo and Kiessling in [12]. Under certain assumptions on the matrix
A=(ai, j ) and the solution u they proved that an entire solution (i.e. corre-
sponding to 0=R2) of (LS)(IC) with Vi#1 must be symmetric w.r.t.
some point, see below. Here we are concerned with the problem of exist-
ence of solutions on bounded and unbounded domains, as well as with the
symmetry problem of entire solutions, under more general conditions than
those considered in [12].
In Section 2 we study the existence problem on bounded domains. It turns
out that a certain quadratic polynomial plays a crucial role in the existence
problem (it is related to the system (LS) through the Pohozaev identity for
this system which is due to Chanillo and Kiessling [12], see below for
details). So for any <{JI#[1, ..., n] and M=(M1 , ..., Mn) # (R+)n we
define
4J(M)=8? :
i # J
Mi& :
i # J
:
j # J
ai, jMiMj .
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Our first main result is:
Theorem 1.1. Let 0 be a bounded domain with C2-boundary, A a sym-
metric matrix with
ai, j0 i, j=1, ..., n (1.2)
and V # L(0; Rn) satisfying
0<b1Vi (x)b2< a.e. on 0, \i. (1.3)
Assume
4J (M)>0 for all JI, J{<. (1.4)
Then, there exists a solution of (LS) satisfying (IC) and (BC). If 0=
B(0, R), V is radially symmetric (i.e. Vi=Vi (r), 1in) and we replace
condition (1.2) by the weaker
ai, i0 i=1, ..., n (1.5)
then there exists a radially symmetric solution u=u(r) for (LS, IC, BC).
Throughout this article, by a nonnegative matrix we mean a matrix
satisfying (1.2). The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 2. It relies
on a variational argument which uses a dual formulation of the problem.
A similar principle of duality was used in the past for some scalar problems,
see BerestyckiBrezis [5] and Wolansky [36, 38], but it is found par-
ticularly useful for our vectorial problem since it enables us to deal with
matrices A which are not necessarily positive definite, see Proposition 2.1
below.
The following nonexistence result shows that Theorem 1.1 is a sharp
result in general. More precisely we have:
Theorem 1.2. Let 0=B(0, R) for some R>0, A a symmetric matrix
satisfying (1.2) and V satisfying
Vi#1 1in. (1.6)
Then (1.4) is a necessary condition for the existence of a solution for (LS,
IC, BC). For an arbitrary symmetric A a necessary condition for existence
of a radially symmetric solution is 4I(M)>0.
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The proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on the Pohozaev identity.
In Sections 36 we study entire solutions of (LS)(IC) with condition
(1.6). Chanillo and Kiessling [12] studied this problem when A is assumed
to be a symmetric, invertible, nonnegative row-stochastic matrix, i.e.
ai, j0 for all i, j and :
j # I
ai, j=1 for all i # I, (1.7)
and the solution is assumed to satisfy
|
R 2
eui<, i=1, ..., n (1.8)
(it is clear from Ho lder inequality that (1.7, 1.8) imply condition (IC)).
Under these assumptions, it was proved in [12] that each component ui of
the solution u is radially symmetric and decreasing about some point xi ;
moreover, if ai, j>0 for all i and j then all the xi ’s coincide. In Section 4
we prove the following theorem which addresses questions 4-6 of [12].
Theorem 1.3. Let A be an invertible nonnegative matrix and let u be an
entire solution of (LS), (1.6) satisfying (IC). Then there exist n points
[xi ]ni=1 # R
2 such that each ui is radially symmetric and decreasing about xi.
If moreover A is irreducible, then the points [xi ]ni=1 coincide.
Recall that a matrix A is called irreducible if
there is no partition [1, ..., n]=I1_* I2
with ai, j=0 \i # I1 , \ j # I2 . (1.9)
The proof in [12] is based on the isoperimetric inequality and the Pohozaev
identity (this method was used in the past for problems on bounded
domains by P. L. Lions [26]). Our method is completely different; it relies
on the moving plane method as developed by Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg
[20, 21] following earlier works of Alexandroff and Serrin [33]. More
precisely, we shall use the variant of Chen and Li [13, 14] which improves
and simplifies the original argument. The moving plane method was
applied in the past to systems of PDE’s in various situations by Troy
[35], Badiale [2] and De Figueiredo and Felmer [19]. It is thanks to the
moving plane method that we are able to treat also nonsymmetric matrices.
It also allows a better analysis of the case of a matrix with some zero
elements and thus to prove that the components of the solution have a
common center of symmetry under the mild condition that A is irreducible.
Another improvement, the validity of our results under the more natural
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condition (IC) rather than (1.7, 1.8), is not due to the different method. It
results from our observation that better estimates on the asymptotic
behavior at infinity of the solution can be obtained by a direct analysis
(which is carried out in Section 3) to our case, instead of relying directly
on the results of Brezis and Merle [8] as in [12].
In Section 5 we look for necessary and sufficient conditions for the exist-
ence of entire solutions. It was proved in [12] that entire solutions must
satisfy a RellichPohozaev identity
4I (M)=8? :
i # I
Mi& :
i # I
:
j # I
ai, jMiMj=0. (1.10)
If (1.7) is assumed, one may single out a ‘‘special’’ set of solutions, where
all components ui of the solution are given by entire solutions of the scalar
Liouville equation
&2U=eU. (1.11)
It was shown by Chen and Li [13] (see also [17, 12]) that any solution
of (1.11) which satisfies the integral constraint
|
R 2
eU<
must be radially symmetric and takes the form
U(x)=log
8:2
(1+:2 |x&x0 | 2)2
(1.12)
for some :>0 and x0 # R2. In particular, any such solution satisfies
|
R 2
eU=8?. (1.13)
The ‘‘special’’ solution for (LS) given by ui=U, i=1, ..., n corresponds then
to the masses vector M=(8?, ..., 8?). More generally, we shall call a
‘‘Liouville solution’’ a solution u, each of its components is given by
ui (x)=log
#2i
(1+:2i |x&x
i | 2)2
, \i, (1.14)
for some [xi]ni=1/R
2, [:i ]ni=1 , [#i]
n
i=1/R+. Two natural questions then
arise:
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Q.1. For which vectors M satisfying (1.10) does there exist a corre-
sponding solution (via (IC))?
Q.2. Assume that u is a solution of (LS, IC) on R2 with conditions
(1.6) and (1.7) and M=(8?, ..., 8?). Is u necessarily a Liouville solution?
Concerning the first question we should emphasize that until now radial
non-Liouville solutions have only been shown to exist for a certain physical
class of 2_2 matrices A by Kiessling and Lebowitz [24]. Our Theorem 1.4
below gives a complete answer to Q.1 for the case that A is nonnegative
and symmetric, showing in particular that many other solutions do exist
under these conditions.
Theorem 1.4. Let A be a nonnegative symmetric matrix and assume
(1.6) is satisfied. Then, an entire solution of (LS)(IC) exists iff
4I(M)=0 and 4J(M)>0, \J/I. (1.15)
If we replace (1.2) by (1.5), then (1.15) is still sufficient for existence of an
entire radially symmetric solution and 4I(M)=0 is a necessary condition for
the existence of such a solution.
Theorem 1.4 provides us with a continuum of solutions which are not
Liouville solutions (thus answering in negative questions Q.7 and Q.8 of
[12]). Indeed, let us assume for simplicity that the invertible symmetric A
is irreducible and satisfies (1.7). Then the Liouville solution u=(U, ..., U )
with U given by (1.12), corresponding to M=(8?, ..., 8?), satisfies (1.15).
Hence, the surface [M # Rn ; 4I (M)=0] contains an open neighborhood
of (8?, ..., 8?) in which the conditions of Theorem 1.4 are satisfied. The
existence part of Theorem 1.4 is proved by a ‘‘blowing up’’ process of the
solutions on a bounded domain whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem
1.1. The nonexistence part is proved again by the Pohozaev identity.
We demonstrate Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4 by the following examples.
Let n=2 and a1, 1=a2, 2=a>0, a1, 2=a2, 1=b. We shall also assume con-
dition (1.6) for simplicity. If b>0, then Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 imply that a
solution of (LS, IC, BC) exists in the unit disk iff (M1 , M2) is in the inter-
section of the (open) square Q and the (open) ellipsoidal domain E, where
Q#[M # (R+)2; Mi<8?a, i=1, 2]
and
E#[M # (R+)2; a(M21+M22)+2bM1M2<8?(M1+M2)];
see Fig. 1. The range of existence of entire solutions is given, via Theorem
1.4, by E & Q. This is the heavy curve in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The case a1, 1=a2, 2=a>0 and a1, 2=a2, 1=b>0.
If b<0 then E#Q and Theorem 1.1 guarantees the existence of a solu-
tion for any (M1 , M2) # Q (c.f. Fig. 2). However, since (1.2) is not satisfied,
then, Theorem 1.2 guarantees only that there is no solution outside E. The
domain E"Q represents the ‘‘gap’’ between Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2,
and we do not know whether a solution exists in this case. If we allow
zero diagonal elements in A, the existence set may be unbounded in the
Fig. 2. The case a1, 1=a2, 2=a>0 and a1, 2=a2, 1=b<0.
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Fig. 3. The case a1, 1=a2, 2=0 and a1, 2=a2, 1=b>0.
(M1 , M2)-plane. Consider for example the case a1, 1=a2, 2=0 and a1, 2=
a2, 1=b>0. By Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 there exists a solution to (LS, IC,
BC) on the unit disc iff M=(M1 , M2) # R2+ is below the part of the hyper-
bola [2bM1M2=8?(M1+M2)] lying in the positive quadrant, while an
entire solution exists iff M is on this hyperbola (see Fig. 3).
Now back to Q.2 which is in fact closely related to Q.7, Q.8 of [12].
A full answer for nonnegative A is given by the following theorem, which
is proved in Section 6.
Theorem 1.5. Let u be an entire solution of (LS), (IC), (1.6) with
Mi=8?, i=1, ..., n (1.16)
and A an invertible matrix satisfying (1.7). Then u is a Liouville solution, i.e.
each component ui is given by (1.14). If in addition A is irreducible and
+i=1, \i, then all the components of u coincide:
ui (x)=log
8:2
(1+:2 |x&x0 | 2)2
, \i,
for some x0 # R2 and :>0.
This theorem improves Theorem 1.3 of [12] which treats a special case
of a 2_2 matrix A. The proof uses a variant of the moving plane method,
namely the ‘‘shrinking sphere method’’. Roughly speaking, instead of using
the invariance of the system w.r.t. reflections in lines, we use its invariance
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w.r.t. reflections in circles, exploiting the conformal invariance of the system
(LS). This method was used before for other problems by Y. Y. Li and Zhu
[25], Brezis, Y. Y. Li and Shafrir [7] and Chipot, Fila and Shafrir [16].
We now turn to the higher-dimensional analog of (LS) in RN, N>2,
which is a system of semilinear PDE involving the critical exponent
(N+2)(N&2) (since it shares the same kind of conformal invariance):
&2ui= ‘
n
j=1
ubi, jj i=1, ..., n in R
N. (S)
On the matrix B=(bi, j)ni, j=1 we assume this time
:
n
j=1
bi, j=
N+2
N&2
, \i=1, ..., n. (1.17)
and
bi, j>0, \i{j, bi, i0, \i. (1.18)
The solution u is assumed to be a classical (i.e. C2) positive solution, but
in contrast with Theorem 1.5 there is no need for any a priory assumption
on it. In Section 7 we prove
Theorem 1.6. Let u be a positive solution of (S) with conditions (1.17)
and (1.18). Then
ui (x)=
;i
(#+|x&x0 | 2)(N&2)2
\i (1.19)
for some x0 # RN and #, ;1 , ..., ;n # R+ satisfying
log ;i= :
n
j=1
bi, j log ;j&log(#N(N&2)), \i.
Here for simplicity we assumed that B is positive (outside the diagonal).
The non-negative case can be treated too, as in Theorems 1.3 and 1.5.
Theorem 1.6 improves a result of De Figueiredo and Felmer [19] where
the radial symmetry of solutions of a critical system is proved (they also
proved nonexistence for the subcritical case).
Remark 1. It should be noted that the condition of A being invertible
is necessary in Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 in order to obtain radial symmetry of
the solutions (if we assume only (IC) and not (1.7, 1.8)). Indeed, let A be
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any singular row-stochastic matrix. Then for any c=(c1 , ..., cn) # ker(A)
and any harmonic function h(x), the vector function
ui (x)=U(x)+cih(x), i=1, ..., n,
with U given by (1.12), is a solution of (LS). Taking for example
h(x1 , x2)=x1 and c{0 we get a nonsymmetric solution of (LS)(IC).
Note that condition (1.8) is not satisfied in this case. If we allow A to be
singular, Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 are still valid if we add the assumptions
(1.7) and (1.8). This can be seen by applying the arguments of Section 3
directly to u (instead of v=Au). One should only notice that in the last
assertion of Theorem 1.5 the conclusion should be modified then to
ui (x)=log
8:2
(1+:2 |x&x0 | 2)2
+ci , \i
for some x0 # R2, :>0 and c # ker(A).
Remark 2. It would be interesting to study the existence problem also
for nonsymmetric A, especially in view of the results of Sections 4 and 6
which do not require this assumption. Although we were not able to solve
the problem in general, we can treat the case of a nonsymmetric 2_2
matrix with a1, 1 , a2, 20 and a1, 2 , a2, 1 nonzero with the same sign, by
reducing it to the symmetric case. Indeed, (u1 , u2) is a solution of (LS)
corresponding to the nonsymmetric A iff (u~ 1 , u~ 2)=((a2, 1a1, 2) u1 , u2) is a
solution of (LS) corresponding to the symmetric A =DA where
D=diag((a1, 2a2, 1), 1). It is then easy to get the generalizations of
Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4 for this case with the only modification that
4 I(M)=8?(a2, 1 M1+a1, 2M2)
&(a1, 1a2, 1M21+2a1, 2a2, 1M1M2+a1, 2a2, 2M
2
2)
plays the role of 4I(M). For n>2 a similar reduction is available only for
a restrictive class of nonsymmetric matrices, namely those that can be
written as A=DAs where D is a positive diagonal matrix and As a sym-
metric matrix with positive diagonal.
2. SOLUTIONS ON BOUNDED DOMAINS
The scalar case of the problem (LS)(IC) on a bounded domain 0/R2
is to find a solution U of (L) satisfying
+ |
0
VeaU=M, (2.1)
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and U#0 on 0 where V(x) is a function satisfying 0<b1
V(x)b2< a.e. on 0 and a, M>0. It is well known that a solution
exists if M<8?a (see, e.g. [36, 37] or [38] for some generalizations). The
standard way of proving this result is by minimizing the functional
F M(U)=
a
2 |0 |{U |
2&M ln \|0 VeaU+ (2.2)
over the space H 10(0) and applying Moser’s inequality ([29]):
1
2 |
0
|{U | 2&8? ln \|0 eU+&C(0), \U # H 10(0). (2.3)
The resulting minimum point of (2.2) is a solution of the problem. A natural
way of proving Theorem 1.1 would be to introduce the vector-analog of the
functional (2.2), namely F M(u), where M=(M1 , ..., Mn), u=(u1 , ..., un), by
F M(u)= 12 :
i # I
:
j # I
|
0
ai, j{ui{uj& :
i # I
Mi ln \|0 Vi exp \ :j # I ai, juj++ . (2.4)
It can be verified easily that a critical point of F M is indeed a solution of
(LS, IC, BC). But since we are not assuming that the symmetric matrix A
is positive definite, there is no hope, in general, to obtain critical points via
minimization of that functional.
There exists, however, a dual formulation of the variational principle
(see BerestyckiBrezis [5], Wolansky [36, 38]) which enables us to solve
the problem by minimization. The new functional will be defined on a sub-
set of the Orlicz space L ln L(0). Set
1=[\ # L ln L(0); \0 a.e.],
and define for \ # 1 n :
9(\)= :
i # I
|
0
\i ln \i& 12 :
i # I
:
j # I
ai, j |
0
|
0
\i (x) G0(x, y) \j ( y ) dx dy, (2.5)
where G0 is the Green function associated with the Dirichlet problem on
0, i.e.
U\(x)=|
0
G0(x, y) \( y) dy # H 10(0) satisfies &2U\=\
whenever \ # L ln L(0). (2.6)
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Set
1 M#{\ # 1 ; |0 \=M= and 1 M#1 M1_ } } } _1 Mn/1 n,
and consider the following functional on 1 M :
9V(\)=9(\)& :
i # I
|
0
\i ln Vi . (2.7)
The next proposition, which is not needed in the sequel, clarifies the rela-
tion between the two functionals F M and 9V .
Proposition 2.1. Let a symmetric matrix A and M # 1 M be given. Then,
for every \ # 1 M there exists some u # (H 10(0))
n with
F M(u)9V (\)& :
i # I
Mi ln Mi , (2.8)
while for every u # (H 10(0))
n there exists some \ # 1 M with
F M(u)&9V (\)= 12 :
i # I
:
j # I
|
0
ai, j{(ui&wi ) {(uj&wj )& :
i # I
Mi ln Mi , (2.9)
where
wi (x)=|
0
G0(x, y ) \i ( y ) dy, i=1, ..., n.
Proof. The proposition is related to the nonconvex duality principle of
Toland [34], see also [5]. Given \ # 1 M we define u and \ by
ui (x)=|
0
G0(x, y ) \i ( y ) dy, \ i=ciVi exp \ :
n
j=1
ai, juj+ i=1, ..., n,
where the [ci ]ni=1 are chosen so that 0 \ i=Mi for all i. Then by Green
theorem
9V(\)&F M(u)= :
i # I
|
0
\i ln \i& :
i # I
:
j # I
ai, j |
0
\iuj
& :
i # I
|
0
\i ln Vi+ :
i # I
Mi ln \|0 \ i ci+ .
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But by the Jensen inequality,
|
0
\i ln \i|
0
\i ln \ i for all i,
so (2.8) follows (the above argument is essentially in [36]).
Now given u # (H 10(0))
n we define \ # 1 M by
\i=ciVi exp \ :
n
i=1
ai, juj+ ,
for appropriate positive constants [ci ]ni=1 . A simple calculation then leads
to (2.9). K
Remark. The above proposition shows that the two minimization
problems associated with (2.4) and (2.7) are equivalent when A is positive
definite, so in this case we find the same situation as in the scalar case. In
contrast, when A is not positive definite, this is no longer the case and the
functional (2.7) is easier to handle. The functional (2.7) is known in Mathe-
matical Physics as a free energy functional. Its minimizers are stable equi-
libria of the corresponding dynamical system (see [39]).
The next lemma is the major step towards construction of the solutions.
Lemma 2.1. Let 0 be a C2 bounded domain and A a symmetric matrix
satisfying (1.2). Then the functional 9 is bounded below on 1 M if
4J(M)>0 for all JI. (2.10)
If we replace (1.2) by the weaker (1.5), then for 0=B(0, R) we have: 9 is
bounded below on the subset of 1 M consisting of radially symmetric vector
functions (componentwise) if (2.10) holds.
Proof. We first consider the case of a nonnegative A with arbitrary 0.
We start by reducing this case to the case of radially symmetric functions
on a ball via Schwarz symmetrization. In fact, let B(0, R) the ball with the
same area as 0. Let \*=\*(r) (r=|x| ) be the decreasing rearrangement of
\, componentwise. Let us denote by 9* the functional 9 corresponding to
the domain 0*=B(0, R). Then we claim that
9*(\*)9(\). (2.11)
Indeed, first note that the first sum in the definition of 9(\) equals the
corresponding sum in 9*(\*). Now it is known (see [3, 30]) that if \0
and U and u are solutions of
&2U=\*, &2u=\ on B(0, R) (2.12)
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with zero boundary conditions, then Uu*. On the other hand, we have
the inequality
|
0
fg|
0*
f *g* (2.13)
whenever f and g are nonnegative over 0 (see [3, 30]). Finally, the
inequality (2.11) follows from (2.12, 2.13) via
|
0
|
0
\i (x) G0(x, y) \j ( y) dx dy
=|
0
\i uj|
B(0, R)
\i*uj*
|
B(0, R)
\i*Uj=|
B(0, R)
|
B(0, R)
\i*( |x| ) GB(0, R)(x, y) \j*( | y | ) dx dy,
where uj (x)=0 G0(x, y) \j ( y) dy and Uj is related to \j* by (2.12). Note
that it was here where we used condition (1.2). Clearly we can assume that
R=1 and we may restrict ourselves to \=\(r) on [0, 1] (and even to non-
increasing functions on the interval). Hence we rewrite (2.5) as
2? :
i # I
|
1
0
r\i ln \i dr&? :
i # I
:
j # I
ai, j |
1
0
r\i uj dr (2.14)
where
&
1
r
d \r duidr +
dr
=\i
subjected to
ui (1)=0, lim
r  0
r
dui
dr
=0.
Set for all i # I:
mi (r)=2? |
r
0
s\i (s) ds=&2?r
dui
dr
. (2.15)
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Evidently, the functional 9 is bounded from below on 1 M iff it is bounded
from below on 1 M & (L)n. Hence we may assume that [mi]i # I are non-
decreasing functions in W1, (0, 1) which satisfy
sup
0r1
r&2mi (r)<, \i # I, (2.16)
mi (1)=Mi , \i # I. (2.17)
Next we rewrite (2.14) as G(m)&ln(2?) i # I Mi where
G(m)= :
i # I _|
1
0
dmi
dr
ln \dmidr + dr&|
1
0
dmi
dr
ln r dr&
&
1
4?
:
i # I
:
j # I
ai, j |
1
0
mimj
r
dr. (2.18)
Now, we may apply integration by parts to the second integral in (2.18),
using (2.16) to infer that
G(m)= :
i # I
|
1
0
dmi
dr
ln \dmidr + dr+|
1
0 _ :i # I
mi
r
&
1
4?
:
i # I
:
j # J
ai, j
mimj
r & dr.
In the sequel it will be convenient to pass to the variable s=log r and to
define on (&, 0]
wi (s)=mi (es) i=1, ..., n. (2.19)
By (2.16, 2.17) it follows that [wi ]ni=1 are in W
1, (&, 0) and satisfy
sup
(&, 0]
e&2swi (s)< and wi (0)=Mi . (2.20)
The functional G is written, in terms of [wi], as
G (w)= :
i # I
|
0
&
w$i ln w$i ds+|
0
& _2 :i # I wi&
1
4?
:
i # I
:
j # I
ai, jwiwj& ds. (2.21)
In view of (2.10) we may fix $>0 small enough so that
(2&$) :
i # J
Mi&
1
4?
:
i # J
:
j # J
ai, jMi Mj>0 \JI. (2.22)
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Let us set w i=Mi e$s for all i=1, ..., n. Since w i (0)=Mi it follows from the
Jensen inequality that
|
0
&
w$i ln w$i ds|
0
&
w$i ln w $i ds \i. (2.23)
Using this inequality and integration by parts we find
G (w) :
i # I
Mi ln(Mi$)+|
0
& _(2&$) :i # I wi&
1
4?
:
i # I
:
j # I
ai, j wi wj& ds.
(2.24)
Next we claim that
(2&$) :
i # I
wi (s)&
1
4?
:
i # I
:
j # I
ai, jwi (s) wj (s)0 \s # (&, 0]. (2.25)
Indeed, consider the quadratic form
4($)I (y)#4?(2&$) :
i # I
yi& :
i # I
:
j # I
ai, j yi yj
on the box
B=[y # Rn ; yi # [0, Mi ] \i # I].
From the assumption (1.5) it follows that 4 ($)I cannot have a local mini-
mum in the interior of B or in the interior of each of its k-dimensional
faces, 1kn&1. Hence the minimum must be attained at one of the
vertices. But clearly 4 ($)I (0)=0 and by (2.22) 4
($)
I is positive on each of
the other vertices. This clearly implies (2.25), which in turn yields that
G (w)&C, and the result follows.
In the second case, i.e. for radially symmetric functions on the ball
0=B(0, R), assuming (1.5), we apply directely the above argument for
radial functions. The only point where (1.2) was used above was in the
symmetrization which is not needed now. K
We do not know whether the functional remains bounded from below if
the inequalities in (2.10) are no longer strict. We do have the following
result concerning unboundedness from below of 9 :
Lemma 2.2. Let 0 be a bounded domain and A a symmetric matrix.
Then 9 is unbounded below if there exists some JI for which 4J (M)<0.
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Proof. We generalize an argument from [36]. We may assume without
loss of generality that B1=B(0, R1)/0/B2=B(0, R2) for some
0<R1<R2 . For all m1 we define
\^(m)={
m2
?
0
on B \0, 1m+
on R2"B \0, 1m+ .
By the maximum principle
|
B1
GB1 (x, y) \^
(m)( y) dy|
0
G0(x, y ) \^(m)( y ) dy
|
B2
GB2 (x, y) \^
(m)( y ) dy on B1 . (2.26)
It is easy to verify that for every R>0,
|
B(0, R)
GB(0, R)(x, y) \^ (m)( y)={
1
2?
log(mR)+
1
4?
&
m2
4?
r2
&
1
2?
log \ rR+
for |x|=r
1
m
for
1
m
rR.
(2.27)
Fix any \~ # 1 1 and define \(m) by
\(m)i ={Mi \^
(m)
Mi \~
for i # J
for i # I"J.
Then
9(\(m))=2 ln m :
i # J
Mi& 12 :
i # J
:
j # J
ai, j Mi Mj
_|
B(0, 1m)
|
B(0, 1m)
\^(m)(x) G0(x, y) \^(m)( y) dx dy
& :
i # J
:
j # I"J
ai, jMi Mj
_|
0
|
B(0, 1m)
\^ (m)(x) G0(x, y) \~ ( y) dx dy+O(1). (2.28)
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By (2.26), (2.27) and (2.28) we are led to
9(\(m))=_2 :i # J Mi&
1
4?
:
i # J
:
j # J
ai, jMiMj& ln m+O(1),
and it is then clear that 9(\(m))  & when m   if 4J (M)<0. K
Next we are ready to give the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us first consider the case of a nonnegative A
for arbitrary 0 and V. From our assumption on V, ln Vi # L(0) for all i,
hence 9V is bounded from below if and only if 9 is. Choose an =>0 so
small so that
:
i # J
:
j # J
(ai, j+=) Mi Mj&8? :
i # J
Mi<0 for all JI.
From Lemma 2.1 it follows that
9V(\)&C+= :
i # I
:
j # I
|
0
|
0
\i(x) G0(x, y) \j ( y) dx dy
for any \ # 1 M. It then follows that the energy
:
i # I
:
j # I
ai, j |
0
|
0
\i (x) G0(x, y ) \j ( y ) dx dy
is bounded along a minimizing sequence of 9V in 1 M. Hence, the first part
of the functional 9, i.e.
:
i # I
|
0
\i ln \i
is bounded along such a sequence as well. This implies that any minimizing
sequence [\(m)] lies in a weakly compact subset of 1 M with respect to the
L ln L topology. Moreover, since the operator (&2)&1 from L ln L to
its dual space is compact, it follows that the sequence of potentials
u(m)(x)#0 G0(x, y) \(m)( y) dy has a strongly convergent subsequence in
the dual space. This yields that 9V is weakly lower-semicontinuous and we
may extract from any minimizing sequence a subsequence which converges
weakly to a limit \ which is a minimizer of 9V over 1 M. This minimum
satisfies the EulerLagrange inequality
ln \i (x)& :
j # I
ai, j |
0
G0(x, y) \j ( y) dy&ln Vi (x)&&i0, a.e. for all i,
(2.29)
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where [&i]ni=1 are Lagrange multipliers. Note that the last three terms on
the l.h.s. of (2.29) are finite, so \i:i>0 a.e. on 0. This enables us to effec-
tuate variations of arbitrary sign which turn the EulerLagrange inequality
(2.29) into an equality. This yields
\i=e&i Vi exp \ :j # I ai, juj+ i # I, (2.30)
where uj (x).0 G0(x, y ) \j ( y ) dy. Hence we have found a solution of
(LS, IC, BC).
In the second case (when 0 is a ball with conditions (1.5, 1.6)) the above
analysis applies when we consider the functional 9V restricted to radially
symmetric vector functions. K
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We first observe that any solution of (LS)(BC),
with A satisfying (1.2) and V satisfying (1.6) on a disk must be radially
symmetric and decreasing in r=|x|. This follows from a result of Troy
[35] which generalizes the moving plane method of [20] to the vectorial
case. By rescaling we may assume that R=1. Hence we are given a smooth
vector function u=u(r) satisfying
&
1
r
d \r duidr +
dr
=+i exp \ :j # I ai, juj+ , i # I, (2.31)
and
ui (1)=0, &2?
dui
dr
(1)=Mi , i # I. (2.32)
We may now differentiate (2.31) and use (2.15, 2.19) to obtain (using the
same notations as in the proof of Lemma 2.1)
d 2wi
ds2
=
dwi
ds \2&
1
2?
:
j # I
ai, j wj+ , i # I, (2.33)
where
[i] lim
s  &
wi=0; [ii] wi (0)=Mi , (2.34)
and
wi (s)=&2?
dui
ds
(es). (2.35)
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Notice that (2.33) is nothing but the EulerLagrange equation associated
with the functional G defined in (2.21).
A quick look at (2.33, 2.34) yields that dwids is a positive function on
(&, 0] which decays exponentially as s  &. Hence
|
0
&
wi" ds=w$i (0)>0, i=1, ..., n. (2.36)
Summing (2.33) over i # I we may rewrite it as
\ :i # I w$i+
$
=\2 :i # I wi&
1
4?
:
i # I
:
j # I
ai, j wiwj+$. (2.37)
Integrating (2.37) from s=& to s=0, using (2.36, 2.34) we obtain
2 :
i # I
Mi&
1
4?
:
i # I
:
j # I
ai, jMiMj= :
i # I
w$i(0)>0, (2.38)
hence 4I (M)>0. We have thus proved so far that 4I (M)>0 when (1.2)
is satisfied (which implies that the solution is radially symmetric) or for a
radially symmetric solution for an arbitrary symmetric A.
Next, assuming condition (1.2) we shall show that 4J (M)>0 for all
J/I. For that matter we apply the same argument, but reducing the sum-
mation to j # J. This yields
2 :
i # J
Mi&
1
4?
:
i # J
:
j # J
ai, jMiMj
= :
i # J
w$i (0)+
1
2?
:
i # J
:
j # I"J
ai, j |
0
&
w$iwj ds. (2.39)
We now observe that the r.h.s of (2.39) is positive since both wj and its
derivative are positive. Hence 4J (M)>0, \J/I. K
Remark. The above argument is in fact the Pohozaev identity for the
system (LS) as it is expressed in terms of the wi ’s.
3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR AT INFINITY
OF ENTIRE SOLUTIONS
In order to be able to start the moving plane method on entire solutions,
we need some information on the asymptotic behavior of the solution at
infinity. This is given by the following proposition.
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Proposition 3.1. Let u be a solution of (LS)(IC) on R2 with an inver-
tible nonnegative matrix A=(ai, j ) and
0Vi # L(R2), \i. (3.1)
Then we have for all i
}ui (x)+Mi2? log( |x|+1) }C, \x # R2, (3.2)
lim
r  +
r(ui )r=&
Mi
2?
, lim
r  +
(ui )%=0, (with x=rei%) (3.3)
and
:
n
j=1
ai, jMj>4?. (3.4)
The proof relies on the following lemma which is related to a result of
Brezis and Merle (Corollary 2 in [8]).
Lemma 3.1. Let the arbitrary matrix A=(ai, j ) be given. Then, there
exists an =0>0 such that for every sequence of solutions v(m) of
&2v (m)i = :
n
j=1
ai, jV (m)j (x) e
v j
(m)
on B(0, 1), (3.5)
with
[V (m)i ] bounded in L
(B(0, 1)), \i, (3.6)
and
|
B(0, 1)
ev i
(m)
=0 , \i, \m (3.7)
there holds:
[v (m)i (0)]

m=1 is bounded above for all i. (3.8)
Proof. We shall apply an argument similar to the one used in [25].
Looking for a contradiction, assume there exists a sequence [v(m)]m=1 ,
solutions of (3.5), satisfying (3.6) and
|
B(0, 1)
ev i
(m)
dx  0, \i, (3.9)
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but
max(v (m)1 (0), ..., v
(m)
n (0))  +. (3.10)
We are going to apply a blow-up argument, and for that purpose we are
looking for a point which is ‘‘close to being a local maximum’’. Since this
may not be true for the origin, we shall use the following standard argu-
ment (see for example [32]). We note that by (3.10) also
max[v (m)i (x)+2 log(1&|x| ); x # B(0, 1), 1in]  +. (3.11)
Passing to a subsequence if necessary we may assume that the maximum
in (3.11) is attained with the same i0 for all m, and we denote by x(m) a
maximum point. Set Am=vi0(x
(m)) and $m=e&Am2 so that Am   and
$m  0. Next we define on B(0, 1) the rescaled sequence
v~ (m)i ( y )=v
(m)
i (x
(m)+$m y)+2 log $m , \i. (3.12)
Note that by (3.11), (1&|x(m))|$m  , hence for m large x(m)+$m y #
B(0, 1), \y # B(0, 1). It easy to see that v~ (m)i is a solution of (3.5) with V
(m)
j
replaced by the rescaled V (m)j (x
(m)+$m y). Next we have
v~ (m)i ( y)=v
(m)
i (x
(m)+$m y)
+2 log(1&|x(m)+$m y| )+2 log \ $m1&|x (m)+$m y|+
v (m)i0 (x
(m))+2 log(1&|x(m) | )+2 log \ $m1&|x(m)|&$m+
=2 log \ 1&|x
(m) |
1&|x(m)|&$m+ .
As noted above, (1&|x(m)| )$m  , so we have for mm0 ,
v~ (m)i ( y )1, \y # B(0, 1), \i. (3.13)
Hence for some constant B
} :
n
j=1
ai, jVj (x(m)+$m y) ev~ j
(m) ( y ) }B, \y # B(0, 1), \i. (3.14)
Let w(m) be the solution of
{&2w
(m)= :
n
j=1
ai0 , jV
(m)
j (x
(m)+$m y) ev~ j
(m)
in B(0, 1),
w(m)=0 on B(0, 1).
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By (3.14) and standard elliptic estimates it follows that
&w(m)&L (B(0, 1))C, \m,
for some constant C. Combining it with (3.13) we conclude that the har-
monic function h(m)=w(m)&v~ (m)i0 satisfies h
(m)&1&C on B(0, 1),
\mm0 . Since v~ (m)i0 (0)=0, we get by Harnack principle that for some :>1
sup
B(0, 12)
(h(m)+1+C):(h(m)(0)+1+C ):(2C+1).
It follows then that for some constant C1>0 we have v~ (m)i0 &C1 on
B(0, 12), hence
|
B(0, 1)
ev i0
(m) (x) dx|
B(x (m), ($m 2))
evi0
(m) (x) dx=|
B(0, 12)
e~ v i0
(m) ( y ) dy?( 12)
2 e&C1,
contradicting (3.9). K
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We set vi=nj=1 ai, juj , \i, so that
&2vi= :
n
j=1
ai, j +jVj evj on R2, \i.
We first claim that
v+i # L
(R2), \i. (3.15)
To see this we choose R>0 big enough to ensure that
|
R 2"B(0, R)
evi=0 , \i,
where =0 is given by Lemma 3.1. For each x # R2 "B(0, R+1) we may apply
Lemma 3.1 on B(x, 1) to infer that vi (x)C, \i. This clearly implies (3.15).
Next, using potential theory, as in [13, 14] (see also [11, 12]), we can
get more precise estimates for v. More precisely, setting
wi (x)=
1
2? |R2 (log |x&y |&log( | y |+1)) :
n
j=1
ai, j +jVj ( y ) evj ( y ) dy,
we see that
2wi= :
n
j=1
ai, j +jVjevj, \i,
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and then that
lim
|x|  
wi (x)
log |x|
=
1
2?
:
n
j=1
ai, jMj .
It follows that the harmonic function hi=vi+wi satisfies
hi (x)C(log( |x|+1)+1), \x # R2,
hence hi (x)#ci for some constant ci . So estimates obtained for wi give
immediately estimates for vi . Next, as in Lemma 1.1 of [14] we conclude
that
vi (x)&
1
2?
:
n
j=1
ai, j Mj log( |x|+1)&C, \i. (3.16)
Formula (3.4) is a direct consequence of (IC) and (3.16). Applying again
the methods of [14] we get that
} vi (x)+ 12? :
n
j=1
ai, jMj log( |x|+1) }C, \i, \x # R2, (3.17)
and
lim
r  +
r(vi )r=&
1
2?
:
n
j=1
ai, j Mj , lim
r  +
(vi )%=0. (3.18)
Going back to u=A&1v we deduce the formulas (3.2), (3.3). K
4. SYMMETRY OF ENTIRE SOLUTIONS
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.3. First note that from
the results of [8] it follows that if u # L1loc(R
2 ; Rn) is a solution of (LS, IC)
in the distributions sense, with an invertible A, then in fact u # C(R2; Rn).
Hence it is enough to consider classical solutions. In order to deal with the
general case of a nonnegative A it is useful to treat a slightly more general
class of systems. More precisely we have:
Proposition 4.1. Let u be a solution of (LS)(IC) on R2 with an inver-
tible nonnegative matrix A and with V satisfying: for each i, Vi (x) is a
positive function depending only on r=|x| and nonincreasing w.r.t. r. Then
there exist n points [xi ]ni=1 in R
2 such that each ui is radially symmetric and
decreasing about xi. If moreover A satisfies condition (1.9) then the points
[xi ]ni=1 coincide, i.e. x
i=x0, \i.
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Since we may replace Vi by +iVi , there is no loss of generality in assuming
that +i=1, \i.
Proof of Proposition 4.1, assuming condition (1.9). In the sequel we shall
follow quite closely the notations of [13]. For each * # R we set
7*=[x1<*], T*=[x1=*].
For x=(x1 , x2) we define
x*=(2*&x1 , x2).
We shall show that there exists a critical value * # R such that all the ui ’s
are symmetric with respect to T* . Moreover, the ui ’s are increasing as func-
tions of x1 to the left of T* . Since the x1-direction is arbitrary, the radial
symmetry of the solution will follow.
We consider for the moment only *<0. For those values of * we define
u*i (x)=ui (x
*), w*i (x)=u
*
i (x)&ui (x).
By the mean value theorem, each w*i satisfies
&2w*i Vi (x) exp[9i] \ :
n
j=1
ai, j w*j + (4.1)
with 9i (x) lying between nj=1 ai, juj (x) and 
n
j=1 ai, juj (x
*). Above we
have used the inequality Vi (x*)Vi (x) which holds since |x|>|x* |. We
next introduce the function
g(x)=log(log( |x|+3)).
Note that
2g=
3
r(r+3)2 log(r+3)
&
1
(r+3)2 log2(r+3)
(with r=|x| ). (4.2)
From (4.2) it follows that for every =>0 there exists a constant C(=)
such that
2g
g
<&
1
r2+=
for rC(=). (4.3)
We define for x # 7*
w *i (x)=w
*
i (x)g(x), i=1, ..., n.
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Using (4.1) it is easy to see that w *i satisfies
&2w *i 
2
g
{g {w *i + :
n
j=1 \ai, j Vi exp[9i]+$i, j
2g
g + w *j . (4.4)
We set
W *(x)= min
i=1, ..., n
w *i (x).
Then we have:
Lemma 4.1. There exists an R0>0 independent of * # (&, 0) such that
if x0 is a local minimum of W * on 7* with W *(x0)<0 then |x0 |R0 .
Proof. Let x0 be a negative local minimum for W*. We may assume
that x0 is a local minimum of w *i0 for some i0 . Next, we claim that if
|x0 |R1 for some large R1 , then
:
n
j=1
ai0 , j u
*
j (x
0)< :
n
j=1
ai0 , juj (x
0). (4.5)
Indeed, if not then at x0
&2w*i0Vi0 {exp \ :
n
j=1
ai0 , j u
*
j +&exp \ :
n
j=1
ai0 , j uj+=0,
hence
&2w *i0=&2w
*
i0
&
2
g
{g {w *i0=
2g
g
w *i0&
2w*i0
g
>0
at x0, if |x0 |R1 for some R1 (using (4.3)). But this is impossible for a
minimum. Hence we may assume that |x0 |R1 and (4.5) holds. But then,
:
n
j=1
ai0 , j u
*
j (x
0)<9i0 (x
0)< :
n
j=1
ai0 , juj (x
0),
and so using (3.2), (3.4) we see that for some $>0
Vi0 (x
0) exp[9i0 (x
0)]<
1
|x0 | 2+$
, if |x0 |>R2R1 . (4.6)
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Using (4.3) we see that for some R0>R2 big enough we have for |x|>R0
\ :
n
j=1
ai0 , j+ Vi0 exp[9i0 ]+2gg <0. (4.7)
Recall that w *j (x
0)w*i0 (x
0) \j, hence at x0, if |x0 |>R0 , we have by (4.4)
&2w *i0 :
n
j=1 \ai0 , jVi0 exp[9i0 ]+$i0 , j
2g
g + w *i0 .
But then using (4.7) we are led to
&2w *i0 (x
0)>0,
which is impossible for a minimum. Hence necessarily |x0 |R0 . K
From Lemma 4.1 we may infer that
W*0 on 7* for *&R0 . (4.8)
Indeed, by (3.2) W *  0 as |x|  +, so if
inf
7*
W *<0
then the infimum is achieved on 7* , which is impossible as we have just
seen.
Next we claim:
Lemma 4.2. For some R$0R0 we have W *>0 on 7* for all *<&R$0 .
Proof. By (3.3) there exists an R$0R0 such that (ui)x1 (*, 0)>0, \i, for
all *&R$0 . By (4.8) we have w*i 0 on 7* , \i for such *. From (4.1) it
follows that &2w*i 0 for all i on 7* . By the maximum principle we have
for each i the alternative
either w*i #0, or w
*
i >0 on 7* .
But w*i #0 is impossible since it would imply that
(ui )x1=&
1
2 (w
*
i )x1=0 on T* ,
contradicting our choice of R$0 . Hence w*i >0 on 7* for all i and the result
follows. K
We define
*0=sup[* # (&, 0) | W +>0 on 7+ for all +<*].
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By Lemma 4.2 *0 is well defined. Note that for *<*0 we have: w*i >0 on
7* , &2w*i >0 on 7* and w
*
i #0 on T* for all i. It follows from Hopf ’s
Lemma that
(ui )x1=&
1
2 (w
*
i )x1>0 on T* , for *<*0 and all i. (4.9)
Lemma 4.3. If *0<0 then w*0i #0 for all i.
Proof. Note first that by continuity
W *00 on 7*0 .
By (4.1) and the maximum principle we have for each i: either w*0i #0 or
w*0i >0 on 7*0 . We set
I0=[i # [1, ..., n]; w*0i #0].
We next claim that
I0{<. (4.10)
Looking for a contradiction assume that I0 is empty. Hence w*0i >0 for all
i on 7*0 , and since &2w
*0
i 0 we have by Hopf ’s Lemma
(ui )x1=&
1
2 (w
*0
i )x1>0 on T*0 , \i. (4.11)
By the definition of *0 there exist a sequence *m # (*0 , 0) with *mz*0 and
a sequence xm # 7*m with W
*m(xm)0. In particular, for each m we have
either inf
7*m
W *0=0 or inf
7*m
W *m<0.
In the first case necessarily W *m(xm)=0 and for all i, w*mi 0 on 7*m while,
for some i0=i0(m), w*mi0 (x
m)=0 with xm # 7*m . By the strong maximum
principle we must have that w*mi0 #0 on 7*m . If this case occurs for an
infinity of indices, then passing to the limit we conclude that w*0i0 #0 on 7*0
for some i0 , i.e. i0 # I0 , contradicting our assumption that I0 is empty.
In the remaining case we may assume, passing to a subsequence if
necessary, that inf7*m W
*m<0 for all m. Since W *m(x)  0 as |x|   we
get
inf
7*m
W *m=W *m ( ym)=w *mi0 ( y
m)<0
for some ym # 7*m and i0=i0(m) # [1, ..., n]. Passing to a subsequence we
may assume that i0 does not depend on m. By Lemma 4.1 | ym |R0 and
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we may assume that ym  y0 # 7*0 . Since w
*m
i0
( ym)<0, \m, we deduce that
w*0i0 ( y
0)0. But w*0i0 0 on 7*0 , hence
w*0i0 ( y
0)=0.
By the maximum principle, y0 # 7*0 would lead to w
*0
i0
#0, contradicting
our assumption that I0=<. Hence necessarily y0 # T*0 and so by (4.11)
(w*0i0 )x1 ( y
0)<0. But {w *mi0 ( y
m)=0, \m yields {w *0i0 ( y
0)=0 and then
{w*0i0 ( y
0)=g( y0) {w *0i0 ( y
0)+w *0i0 ( y
0) {g( y0)=0,
a contradiction. So far we have established (4.10).
Next take any i0 # I0 . From (4.1) with i=i0 , *=*0 we conclude that
w*0j #0 whenever ai0 , j>0. In other words
i0 # I0 and ai0 , j>0 imply that j # I0 . (4.12)
From (4.12) and the irreducibility of A it follows easily that
I0=[1, ..., n]. K
If *0<0 Lemma 4.3 yields that u1 , ..., un are all symmetric with respect
to T*0 and (ui)x1>0 \i on 7*0 by (4.9). If *0=0 we get that ui (&x1 , x2)
ui (x1 , x2) and (ui)x1>0 on [x1<0]. But then we may apply the above
method to u~ i (x1 , x2)=ui (&x1 , x2) defining
* 0=sup [* # (&, 0) | u~ +i >u~ i on 7+ , \i, \+<*] etc..
If * 0<0 we conclude as above that the u~ i ’s are symmetric with respect to
T* 0, or equivalently that the ui ’s are symmetric with respect to T&* 0 and
(ui )x1>0 on 7&* 0 . Finally, if also * 0=0, then
ui (&x1 , x2)=u~ i (x1 , x2)u~ i (&x1 , x2)=ui (x1 , x2) \x2 , \x1<0, \i.
Combining it with the above we get that u is symmetric with respect to T0 .
Moreover, by (4.9) we obtain again that (ui)x1>0, \i on 70=[x1<0].
In all cases we have established the existence of *0 # R such that for all
i, ui is symmetric with respect to T*0 and (ui)x1>0 on 7*0 . We may apply
the same argument, moving the plane in an arbitrary direction, to conclude
that all the ui ’s are symmetric with respect to some point x0 # R2. This
completes the proof of Proposition 4.1 under the assumption (1.9). K
Proof of Proposition 4.1, General Case. We argue by induction on n.
The case n=1 is known (from [14] or the above argument). We assume
then that the proposition holds true for all systems of dimension smaller
than n for some n2. If A is irreducible the symmetry of u follows from
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the first part. Hence we may assume that A is not irreducible, and more
specifically, that there exists a partition
[1,..., n]=I1_* J1 such that ai, j=0 \i # I1 , \j # J1 . (4.13)
We denote by A(I1 | I1) the |I1 |_|I1 | submatrix of A which is determined
by the index set I1 . Assume first that
A(I1 | I1) is irreducible. (4.14)
Then we apply the first part of the proof to the system satisfied by
[ui ; i # I1] to infer that [ui ; i # I1] are all symmetric w.r.t. the same point
that we may take as the origin. We then consider the system satisfied by
[ui ; i # J1] and apply the induction assumption to infer that each of these
functions is also symmetric w.r.t. some point (which may depend on i).
If (4.14) is not satisfied, then
I1=I2_* J2 with 0<|J2 |<|I1 | such that ai, j=0, \i # I2 , \ j # J2 .
If A(I2 | I2) is irreducible, we conclude as above (note that ai, j=0 for all
i # I2 and j  I2). If not, we continue in this way until we find a nonempty
index set Ik , Ik/Ik&1/ } } } /I1 , for which A(Ik | Ik) is irreducible. From
the construction ai, j=0 for all i # Ik and j  Ik . As above we conclude first
that [ui ; i # Ik] are all symmetric w.r.t. the same point, and then that
[ui ; i  Ik] are all symmetric w.r.t. some point. K
Proof of Theorem 1.3. This is just a special case of Proposition 4.1 with
Vi#1 for all i. K
5. EXISTENCE OF ENTIRE SOLUTIONS
In this section we shall consider the problem of existence of entire solu-
tions. An entire radially symmetric solution u of (LS, IC) with symmetric
A gives rise to a solution w of (2.33, 2.34) over the entire real line where
(2.34-[ii]) is replaced by
lim
s  
wi (s)=Mi , i # I. (5.1)
This follows easily from the arguments of Section 2. As in Section 2, it is
easier to work with w rather than u. Notice also that in view of the results
of Section 4, there is no loss of generality in dealing with a radially sym-
metric solution in case A is nonnegative. However we shall be able to
construct entire radial solutions even for a general symmetric A with non-
negative diagonal. We shall begin with the following simple lemma.
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Lemma 5.1. Let the symmetric matrix A satisfy (1.5). Assume that
M # Rn+ satisfies condition (1.15). Then
4I
Mi
(M)<0, \i # I.
Proof. Given i # I let J=I"[i]. Then
0=4I(M)=4J (M)+ai, iM2i +Mi \8?&2 :j # I ai, jMj+
>Mi \8?&2 :j # I ai, j Mj+ ,
hence
8?&2 :
j # I
ai, jMj=
4i
Mi
(M)<0
as claimed. K
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We shall first give the proof of necessity of con-
ditions (1.15) in case A is a positive matrix satisfying (1.2) and of the
necessity of 4I (M)=0 for existence of a radial entire solution in case A is
an arbitrary symmetric matrix. This part of the proof utilizes Pohozaev
identity similarly to the proof of Theorem 1.2. First note that by Theorem
1.3 if A is positive then every solution is radially symmetric. Now given a
radially symmetric entire solution u of (LS)(IC), for an arbitrary sym-
metric A, we look at the associated solution w of (2.33, 2.34-[i], 5.1). Since
i # I wi (t)Zi # I Mi as tZ+ we can clearly find a sequence tmZ+
such that i # I w$i (tm)  0. The same argument leading to (2.38) then yields
2 :
i # I
wi (tm)&
1
4?
:
i # I
:
j # I
ai, jwi (tm) wj (tm)= :
i # I
w$i (tm), \m. (5.2)
Passing to the limit in (5.2) we see immediately that 4I (M)=0 (and a
posteriori that limt   wi$(t)=0, \i).
Next assume condition (1.2). In this case it is easy to see from (2.33, 5.1)
that w$i decays exponentially as s  + and that the inequalities
 j # I ai, j Mj>4?, \i hold. For J/I, J{I the identity (2.39) now takes the
form
2 :
i # J
Mi&
1
4?
:
i # J
:
j # J
ai, jMiMj=
1
2?
:
i # J
:
j # I"J
ai, j |

&
dwi
ds
wj ds, (5.3)
which implies that 4J (M)>0.
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We now turn to the proof of the ‘‘if ’’ part, namely: given a symmetric
matrix A satisfying (1.5) and M which satisfies (1.15) we show the existence
of an entire solution of (LS)(IC). The solution will be constructed by
‘‘blowing-up’’ solutions on a ball. Choose a sequence [M(m)] which con-
verges to M and that satisfies M(m)<M (componentwise) for all m and
4J(M(m))>0, for all JI, \m. (5.4)
This is possible thanks to (1.15) and Lemma 5.1. By Theorem 1.2, for each
m there exists a radially symmetric solution u(m) of (LS, IC, BC) on B(0, 1)
for some constants + (m)i . Setting v
(m)
i =log +
(m)
i + j # I ai, ju
(m)
j , \i we get a
radially symmetric solution v(m) of
&2v (m)i = :
j # I
ai, j exp[v (m)j ] on B(0, 1), i # I. (5.5)
Let us consider first the simpler case of A satisfying condition (1.2). Then
we know also that each v (m)i is decreasing as a function of r=|x|. Passing
to a subsequence and relabeling if necessary we may assume that
v(m)1 (0)=max[v
(m)
i (0); i # I] for all m.
Now we claim that
v(m)1 (0)  + as m  . (5.6)
Indeed, if not the r.h.s of (5.5) would be uniformly bounded (for a sub-
sequence) in L. This implies that for each i either [v (m)i ] remains bounded
in L(B(0, 1)), or it goes to & uniformly on B(0, 1). The second case is
impossible in view of (IC), so we are left with the first one, which by elliptic
regularity implies the convergence of a subsequence in C1(B(0, 1)) to a
solution v of (5.5) corresponding to the masses vector M. But then defining
u by
ui (x)=|
B(0, 1)
G(x, y) exp[vi ( y )] dy, i # I, (5.7)
we clearly get a solution of (LS, BC, IC) on B(0, 1) which satisfies
4I (M)=0. This is impossible by Theorem 1.2 and (5.6) is proved.
Next we define a rescaled sequence v~ (m) by
v~ (m)i ( y )=v
(m)
i ($m y)+2 log $m , \i # I. (5.8)
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where $m . exp[&v (m)1 (0)2]  0 as m  . It is clear that v~
(m) solves the
same equation (5.5) on larger and larger domains, which cover eventually
all of R2. The argument of Lemma 3.1 shows that the sequence [v~ (m)1 ] is
bounded in Lloc(R
2), and then, via elliptic regularity, also in C 1, :loc (R
2). In
fact, the same argument shows that for each i we have the following alter-
native (modulo a subsequence): either [v~ (m)i ] is bounded in C
1, :
loc (R
2) or it
goes locally uniformly to &. Let us denote by J the set of all indices for
which the first possibility occurs. J is not empty since 1 # J. Passing to the
limit we get that [v~ (m)i ; i # J] converges in C
1
loc(R
2) to a vector function
[vi ; i # J], a radially symmetric solution of
&2vi= :
j # J
ai, j exp(vj ), i # J, on R2. (5.9)
Define the vector N # Rn by
Ni={|R2 exp[vi (x)] dx i # J0 i # I"J.
It is clear that NM. We claim that N=M. Notice first that by the first
part of the proof
4J (N)=0. (5.10)
Now as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 it follows from (1.5) that the mini-
mum of 4I on the box [ y # Rn ; yi # [0, Mi ] \i # I] can be attained only at
one of the vertices. By (1.15) the value of this minimum must be 0 and is
obtained only at two points, namely 0 and M. Since also 4I (N)=0 and
N1>0 it follows that N=M as claimed. Finally, we need to construct the
solution u of (LS) from v. First we set
wi (t)=|
B(0, exp t)
exp vi=2? |
t
&
exp(vi (es)+2s) ds, \t # R, \i # I.
By (5.9) we clearly have
d
dt
vi (et)=&
1
2?
:
j # I
ai, jwj (t) \t # R, \i # I. (5.11)
Next we define the radial vector function u by
ui (et)=&
1
2? |
t
&
wi (s) ds, \t # R, \i # I. (5.12)
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We claim that u is the desired solution. First note that by definition
&2ui=evi on R2 for all i # I. Next, by (5.11, 5.12) we have
d
dt { :j # I ai, juj(e
t)&vi (et)==0, \t, \i.
Hence  j # I ai, juj&vi#ci and u is a solution of (LS) corresponding to
+i=e&ci for all i. Clearly (IC) is also satisfied.
Now let us go back to the general case of A satisfying only (1.5). This
time we know that each v (m)i is radially symmetric, but it is not necessarily
decreasing in r. Hence we should be more careful in applying the blow-up
argument. As before we must have
max[v (m)i (x); x # B(0, 1), i # I]  +. (5.13)
Passing to a subsequence and relabeling we may assume that the maximum
in (5.13) is obtained by v1 for all m. For each m we denote by x(m) a
maximum point, that we may take on the nonnegative x1-axis, and set
Am=v1(x(m)) and $m=e&Am2. The major difference from the case of a non-
negative A is that we do not know that x(m)=0 so we have to consider
several possibilities. First we claim that x(m)  0. Indeed, if x(m)  $>0,
then by (IC) and
&
dv (m)i
dr
(r)=
1
2?r |B(0, r) :j # I ai, j exp[v
(m)
j ] dx
it follows that for all i, [ |{v (m)i |] is uniformly bounded on B(0, 1)"B(0, $2).
But then since v (m)1 (x
(m))  +, we have also v (m)1  + uniformly on
B(0, 1)"B(0, $2). This clearly contradicts (IC), and our claim that x(m)  0
is established.
Next we claim that
{x
(m)
$m = stays bounded as m  . (5.14)
Indeed, if this is not the case we define a rescaled sequence [v~ (m)] by
v~ (m)i ( y )=v
(m)
i (x
(m)+$m y)+2 log $m , \i. (5.15)
Using the arguments of Section 3 we prove the convergence in C 1loc(R
2) of
a subsequence of [v~ (m)1 ] to a limit v1 . Since each v
(m)
1 is radially symmetric,
v1 is a function of x1 only. But it must also satisfy R 2 exp v1M1<,
impossible. Hence we have proved (5.14).
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Now we may apply again the rescaling process by (5.15). But by (5.14)
it follows that
v (m)1 (0)v
(m)
1 (x
(m))&C, \m.
Hence we may apply the rescaling around 0 instead of x(m), i.e. by (5.8).
Then using exactly the same argument as in the case of a nonnegative A
we prove the existence of a radially symmetric entire solution. K
We saw in the introduction that for a matrix A which is symmetric, non-
negative and stochastic, there is a continuum of solutions which are not
Liouville solutions. For A satisfying only (1.5) the set of M # Rn satisfying
(1.15) may be empty. This is indeed the case for n=2 if a1, 2<0 as shows
the example in Fig. 2. In contrast, in higher dimensions this set of M may
be nonempty, providing us with nontrivial entire solutions. Consider for
example the matrix
3
4
1
2 &
1
4
A=\ 12 16 13 + .&14 13 1112
It easy to see that M=(8?, 8?, 8?) satisfies (1.15). Hence, the surface
[M # R3 ; 4I (M)=0] contains an open neighborhood of (8?, 8?, 8?) and
by Theorem 1.4 to each M in this neighborhood corresponds an entire
solution of (LS)(IC).
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5
The proof relies on the ‘‘shrinking sphere method’’ (see [25, 16]) that we
now describe briefly. We first note that for each R>0, the ‘‘Kelvin trans-
form’’ of u, namely
uRi (x)=ui \R2 x|x| 2++4 log \
R
|x|+ , \i, \x # R2"[0].
is also a solution of (LS), but on R2"[0], with a possible singularity at the
origin. The idea is to show that for R big enough we have
uRi (x)>ui (x) on R
2"B(0, R), \i.
Then we decrease the value of R until a critical value and we show that for
this critical value R0 the equality uR0i =ui holds. But the choice of the origin
is arbitrary, so we may apply the above procedure with any point y # R2 as
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the center of the circle. Each time we get a critical radius R0=R0( y) for
which
uR0i (x).ui \ y+R20 x&y|x&y| 2++4 log \
R0
|x&y|+=ui (x), \i, \x{y.
Putting together these equalities we get enough information to conclude
that the u$i s are all of the desired form.
In practice it is useful to restate the problem on an infinite cylinder
C=(&, +)_S 1. We identify each point on C by the coordinates t # R
and % # [0, 2?). We define
vi (t, %)=ui (etei%)+2t, \i.
A direct calculation gives that v is a solution of the system
&2vi=+i exp \ :
n
j=1
ai, j vj+ i=1, ..., n on C (6.1)
where above and in the sequel 2=2t, % . From (3.2)(3.3) we get for all i
|vi (t, %)+2t|Ci , \t0, \%, (6.2)
lim
t  +
(vi )t=&2, lim
t  +
(vi )%=0. (6.3)
Similarly we have for all i
|vi (t, %)&2t|Di , \t0, \%, (6.4)
lim
t  &
(vi )t=2, lim
t  &
(vi )%=0. (6.5)
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1.3, we shall consider a slightly more
general situation, in order to apply an induction argument. Hence we
prove:
Proposition 6.1. Let v be a solution of
&2vi=Vi (t) exp \ :
n
j=1
ai, j vj+ i=1, ..., n in C. (6.6)
Suppose that A=(ai, j )ni, j=1 is nonnegative and that for each i we have: Vi (t)
is a positive function, nondecreasing for t<0 and satisfying V(t)=V(&t)
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for all t # R. Assume also that the solution v satisfies conditions (6.2)(6.5).
Then there exist n real numbers [*i ]ni=1 such that
vi (2*i&t, %)=vi (t, %) on C and (vi )t>0 for t*i , \i.
(6.7)
If moreover A satisfies condition (1.9) then the points [*i]ni=1 coincide.
The proof relies again on the moving plane method. It requires some
preliminary results. For every * # R we define v*i (t, %)=vi (2*&t, %),
w*i (t, %)=v
*
i (t, %)&vi (t, %) and 7*=[(t, %) | t<*, 0%<2?]. Then we
claim:
Lemma 6.1. There esists a T0<0 such that v*i >vi on 7* , \i, \*T0 .
Proof. If this is not the case, for some i there exist sequences *mz&,
and (tm , %m) # 7*m with
vi (2*m&tm , %m)vi (tm , %m). (6.8)
In particular we have vi (2*m&tm , %m)  & so that we have two
possibilities: either 2*m&tm  & or 2*m&tm  +. The first case is
impossible since (vi )t>0 for &t large enough by (6.5). In the second case
we have by (6.2), (6.4):
&Ci&2(2*m&tm)vi (2*m&tm , %m)vi (tm , %m)2tm+Di ,
which leads to a contradiction for m large enough. The result follows. K
Next we define
*0=sup[*<0 | v+i >vi on 7+ for all i, for all + # (&, *)].
In view of Lemma 6.1 and (6.3) *0 is well defined. Next we prove:
Lemma 6.2. If condition (1.9) is satisfied and *0<0 then v*0i =vi \i.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 4.1 w*0i satisfies, for some 9i (t, %)
lying between nj=1 ai, j vj (t, %) and 
n
j=1 ai, j v
*0
j (t, %),
&2w*0i Vi (t) exp[9i ] \ :
n
j=1
ai, jw*0j + on 7*0 \i. (6.9)
Since clearly w*0i #0 on 7*0 , by the strong maximum principle we have for
every i the alternative
either w*0i #0 or w
*0
i >0 on 7*0 .
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If w*0i0 #0 for some i0 then, by the irreducibility of A we conclude as in the
proof of Proposition 4.1 that w*0i #0 for all i and the result follows. Look-
ing for a contradiction assume then that
w*0i >0 on 7*0 \i. (6.10)
Note that by Hopf ’s Lemma,
(vi )t>0 \i, \t # (&, *0], \%. (6.11)
It follows that there exists an =0 # (0, &*0) such that
(vi )t>0 \i, \t # (&, *0+=0], \%. (6.12)
Next we claim
_#>0 such that w*0i # on 7*0&=02 \i. (6.13)
Indeed, for each i set
#i . min {w*0i \*0&=02 , %+ } % # [0, 2?]=>0.
For R>0 large we define the (harmonic) function
hRi (t, %)=#i
t+R
*0&(=0 2)+R
on
C[&R, *0&(=0 2)] . C & {t # _&R, *0&=02 &= .
Applying the maximum principle to the function w*0i &h
R
i on C[&R, *0&(=0 2)]
we see that w*0i h
R
i on this domain. Since for each fixed t, h
R
i (t, %)  #i as
R  , we conclude that w*0i #i on 7*0&=0 2 and (6.13) follows by taking
#=min1in #i .
Next from (6.3) and (6.5) it follows in particular that {vi # L(C ) for all
i. Hence by (6.13) there exists some *1 # (*0 , *0+(=0 4)] such that
w*i 
#
2
on 7*0-=02 \i, \* # [*0 , *1]. (6.14)
Combining (6.12) and (6.14) we are led to
w*i >0 on 7* \i, \* # [*0 , *1]. (6.15)
This clearly contradicts the definition of *0 and the result follows.
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Proof of Proposition 6.1. Assume first that (1.9) is satisfied. If *0<0
then we are done by Lemma 6.2. If *0=0 we apply the moving plane
method in the other direction, i.e. starting from +. We denote for each
* # (0, )
0*=[(t, %) | t>*, % # [0, 2?)],
and we define analogously to the above (keeping the previous notations for
v*i etc.)
* 0=inf[* # (0, ) | v+i >vi on 0+ for all i, for all + # (*, )].
As before we show that * 0 is well defined. If * 0>0 we prove as in Lemma
6.2 that v* 0i =vi . Otherwise, we are left with the possibility *0=* 0=0. But
then, combining the inequalities v0i vi on 70 and v
0
i vi on 00 we get
immediately that v0i =vi . Again by Hopf ’s lemma also (vi )t>0 for t<0
and all i. This completes the proof of Proposition 6.1 when A is irreducible.
The general case follows by an induction argument just as in the proof of
Proposition 4.1. K
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Rewriting the equalities v*ii =vi , \i in terms of ui
we find
ui (x)+2 log |x|=ui \e
2*i x
|x| 2 ++2(2*i&log |x| ), \i,
or with Ri=e*i
ui \R
2
i x
|x| 2++4 log \
Ri
|x|+=ui (x), \i, \x # R2"[0].
Note that we can choose as the origin any point of R2 and apply the above
argument. Setting gi (x)=exp(&12ui (x)), \i, it follows that each gi has the
property
\y # R2, _Ri=Ri ( y)>0 s.t. gi (x)=
|x&y | 2
R2i
gi (I Riy (x)) \x # R
2"[ y],
(6.16)
where I Ry (x).y+R
2((x&y)|x&y| 2). From Lemma 4.1 of [16] it follows
that each gi is necessarily of the form
gi (x)=:i |x&xi | 2+;i , (6.17)
for some :i , ;i>0 and xi # R2. This clearly proves the first part of the
theorem.
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Assume next that A is irreducible and that +i=1, \i. By Proposition 6.1
Ri ( y) is the same for all i. But for gi of the form (6.17) a simple calculation
gives that Ri ( y)=| y&xi | 2+(;i:i ). It follows that xi=x j and
(;i:i )=(;j:j ) \i, j. We may assume without loss of generality that xi=0,
\i. It follows that gi (x)=:i ( |x| 2+#), \i, for some #>0 or equivalently
ui (x)=&2 log :i+log
1
( |x| 2+#)2
.
Since &2ui=8#( |x| 2+#)2 we get easily from (LS) that the vector
b=(&2 log :1 , ..., &2 log :n) satisfies
Ab=(log 8#, ..., log 8#). (6.18)
From (6.18) and the fact that A is row-stochastic it follows that
&2log :i=log 8#+ci , \i with c=(c1 , ..., cn) # ker(A). As we assume that A
is invertible we get that c=0 (if we add the condition (1.8) we may allow
a singular A and have c{0, see Remark 1 at the end of the introduction).
This completes the proof of the theorem. K
7. A CRITICAL SYSTEM ON RN
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.6. The proof is similar
to the one of Theorem 1.5. In order to start the shrinking sphere method
we need some information on the asymptotic behavior of u at infinity.
Since this is not given a priori we first choose a point y # RN"[0] and per-
form a Kelvin transformation around y by defining
u~ i (x)=|x&y| 2&N ui \y+ x&y|x&y| 2+ on RN"[ y], \i.
By a direct calculation we find that u~ is also a solution of (S), but on
RN"[ y] with a possible singularity at y.
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1.5 we restate the problem on an
infinite cylinder C=(&, +)_SN&1. For that matter we first represent
each point x # RN"[0] by t=log |x| # R and |=(x|x| ) # S N&1. In par-
ticular, to the point y correspond t0 # R and |0 # SN&1. With the corre-
spondence x [ (t, |) as above in mind, we define on C
vi (t, |)=e((N&2)2)tu~ i (x) \i.
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A direct calculation gives that v is a solution of the system
&2vi+\N&22 +
2
vi= ‘
n
j=1
vbi, jj i=1, ..., n on C"[(t0 , |0)], (7.1)
where above and in the sequel, whenever the equation in question is on C,
2 stands for 2t, | . Clearly we have for all i in the C1-norm
vi (t, |)=Cie((2&N)2) t+o(e ((2&N )2) t) as t   (7.2)
and
vi (t, |)=Die((N&2)2) t+o(e((N&2)2) t) as t  & (7.3)
with
Ci=ui ( y ) and Di=| y | 2&N ui \ y& y| y | 2+ .
To be more precise, in (7.2) for example o(e((2&N)2) t) denotes a function
f (t, |) satisfying
e((N&2)2) t ( | f (t, |)|+|{t, | f (t, |)| )  0 as t  .
We start with the following simple and well known lemma:
Lemma 7.1. Let z # C2(B(x0, d )"[x0]) for some closed ball
B(x0, d )/RN satisfy
&2z0 and z>0 on B(x0, d )"[x0].
Then we have: z’.min[z(x); x # B(x0, d )] on B(x0, d )"[x0].
Proof. For every =>0 we define the harmonic function h= on
A= B(x0, d )"B(x0, =) by
h=(x)=’ \=
2&N&|x&x0 | 2&N
=2&N&d 2&N + .
From the maximum principle it follows that zh= on A= . Since for each
fixed x, lim=  0 h=(x)=’, the result follows by sending = to 0. K
An immediate consequence is:
Lemma 7.2. There exists a $>0 such that vi (t, |)$, \i, whenever
0<|(t, |)&(t0 , |0)|<1.
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Proof. Since by (7.1)
&2vi+\N&22 +
2
vi0, for (t, |){(t0 , |0),
it suffices to apply Lemma 7.1 to u~ i on an appropriate punctured
neighborhood of y and then return back to vi . K
Next we apply the moving plane method. For every * # (&, t0)
we define v*i (t, |)=vi (2*&t, |), w
*
i (t, |)=v
*
i (t, |)&vi (t, |) and 7*=
[(t, |) | t<*, | # S N&1]. Note that since vi may be singular at (t0 , |0), w*i
may be singular at the point y*=(2*&t0 , |0). Next we claim:
Lemma 7.3. There exists a T0<t0 such that v*i >vi on 7*"[ y*], \i,
\*T0 .
Proof. If this is not the case, for some i there exist sequences *mz&,
and (tm , |m) # 7*m "[ y
*m] with
vi (2*m&tm , |m)vi (tm , |m). (7.4)
Since by (7.3) vi (tm , |m)  0, the same holds for vi (2*m&tm , |m). In
particular, in view of Lemma 7.2 the sequence [(2*m&tm , |m)]m=1
stays bounded away from the point (t0 , |0). So similarly to the proof of
Lemma 6.1 we are left with two possibilities: either 2*m&tm  & or
2*m&tm  +. As in the proof of Lemma 6.1 we conclude easily, using
(7.2)(7.3), that both possibilities lead to a contradiction, hence the
result. K
Next we define
*0=sup[* # (&, t0) | v+i >vi on 7+"[ y
+] for all i, for all + # (&, *)].
By Lemma 7.3 and (7.2) *0 is well defined. Next we prove:
Lemma 7.4. There exists a * such that v*i =vi \i.
Proof. Assume first that
*0<t0 . (7.5)
In this case we are going to show that the conclusion of the lemma holds
with * =*0 . Notice that the function hi (:1 , ..., :n)=>nj=1 :
bi, j
i satisfies
on Rn+
hi
:j
>0 for all j{i and
hi
:i
0 for all i.
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By the mean value theorem it follows that each w*i satisfies
&2w*i +\N&22 +
2
w*i = :
n
j=1
9i, jw*j on 7* "[ y
*] \i, (7.6)
for some continuous functions [9i, j ]ni, j=1 satisfying
9i, j>0 for all j{i and 9i, i0 for all i.
Since by continuity w*0i 0 on 7*0 , from the strong maximum principle we
deduce that for every i the following alternative holds:
either w*0i #0 or w
*0
i >0 on 7*0 "[ y
*0 ].
If w*0i0 #0 for some i0 , then by the assumption (1.18) we conclude as in the
proof of Proposition 6.1 that w*0i #0 for all i and the result follows. Look-
ing for a contradiction assume then that
w*0i >0 on 7*0 "[ y
*0 ] \i. (7.7)
Note that by Hopf ’s Lemma
(vi )t>0 \i, \t # (&, *0 ], \|. (7.8)
It follows that there exists an =0 # (0, t0&*0) (recall that we assume (7.5))
such that
(vi )t>0 \i, \t # (&, *0+=0 ], \|. (7.9)
Next we claim
_#>0 s.t. w*0i # on 0=C & {2*0&t0&1t*0&=02 =>[ y*0 ] \i.
(7.10)
Indeed, since by (7.6) w*0i satisfies &2w
*0
i +((N&2)2)
2 w*0i 0 on 0, it
follows that the function zi (x)=e((2&N)2)tw*0i (t, |), with t=log |x|,
|=x|x|, satisfies &2zi0 on some bounded punctured neighborhood of
y in RN. We can then apply Lemma 7.1 to zi and (7.10) follows. From
(7.10) it follows immediately that there exists an =1 # (0, =0 2] such that
w*i 
#
2
on 0=C & {2*&t0&12t*0&=0=>[ y*] \i,
\* # [*0 , *0+=1 ]. (7.11)
Next we claim that there exists some $>0 such that
w*0i $e
((N&2)2) t on C & [t2*0&t0&14] \i. (7.12)
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In fact, we may define as above zi (x)=e((2&N)2) tw*0i (t, |). This time, the
image in RN of C & [t2*0&t0&14] is some punctured ball B(0, ’)"[0].
Lemma 7.1 applies to each zi , i=1, ..., n, and going back to the w*0i ’s, we
deduce (7.12). Since by (7.2)(7.3)
|{vi (t, |)|=O(e((2&N)2) |t| ) as |t|  ,
it follows that there exists some =2 # (0, =1] such that
w*i 
$
2
e((N&2)2) t on C & [t2*0&t0&12] \i, \* # [*0 , *0+=2 ].
(7.13)
Combining (7.9), (7.11) and (7.13) we deduce that for * # (*0 , *0+=2]
w*i >0 on 7*"[ y*] \i contradicting the definition of *0 . We thus estab-
lished the lemma if (7.5) holds.
In the case *0=t0 we argue as in the proof of Proposition 6.1, namely
we apply the moving plane method in the other direction starting from
+. We denote for each * # R 0*=[(t, |) | t>*, | # S N&1], and we
define analogously to the above
* 0=inf[* # (t0 , ) | v+i >vi on 0+"[ y
+] for all i, for all + # (*, )].
As before we show that * 0 is well defined. If * 0>t0 we prove as above that
the conclusion of the lemma holds true with * =* 0 . Otherwise, we are left
with the possibility *0=* 0=t0 . But then, combining the inequalities
vt0i vi on 7t0 and v
t0
i vi on 0t0 we get immediately that the conclusion of
the lemma is satisfied with * =t0 . K
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Rewriting the equalities v*i =vi \i (established in
Lemma 7.4) in terms of the u~ i ’s we find easily that
u~ i (x)=\ R|x|+
N&2
u~ i \R2 x|x| 2+ , \i, \x{0, (7.14)
with R=e* . Next we distinguish two cases:
Case 1: * {t0 . This is equivalent to R{| y|. It then follows
immediately from (7.14) that the functions u~ i , i=1, ..., n are not singular at
y. But now we can choose as the origin any point x0{y and apply the
moving plane method as above on the resulting cylinder. The conclusion is
then that for every x0{y there exists an R0=R0(x0) such that
u~ i (x)=\ R0|x&x0|+
N&2
u~ i \x0+R20 x&x
0
|x&x0 | 2+ , \i, \x{x0.
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In fact, by continuity we see that the restriction x0{y can be omitted.
Applying Lemma 4.1 of [16] to gi (x).u (2&N)2i , 1in, we conclude as
in the proof of Theorem 1.5 that, modulo a translation,
u~ i (x)=
;i
( |x| 2+#)(N&2)2
, \i,
for some #, [ ;i]ni=1 # R+ . Since u~ solves the system (S), we find by a
simple calculation that
#N(N&2) ;i= ‘
n
j=1
;bi, jj , \i.
It follows that u~ have the desired form. But then returning back to u, we
see that it is of this form too, and the result follows in this case.
Case 2: * =t0 . As explained above we can apply the shrinking sphere
method taking as the origin any x0{y. If for one of these choices we get
* {t0 then we are back in case 1. Hence we may assume that for every
x0{y the critical sphere B(x0, e* ) passes through y, i.e. e* =R0=
R0(x0)=|x0&y|. We will show that this leads to a contradiction. Indeed,
as above we get then that
u~ i (x)=\ |x
0&y|
|x&x0 |+
N&2
u~ i \x0+|x0&y| 2 x&x
0
|x&x0| 2+ \i, \x{x0.
Fixing any x0{y and sending x to  we see that ’i.
lim|x|   u~ i (x) |x|N&2 exists and it equals |x0&y|N&2 u~ i (x0). In other
words, for each i (replacing x0 by x):
u~ i (x)=’i |x&y| 2&N.
But a simple calculation shows that this means that ui#’i , impossible. K
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